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Why Compression ?Why Compression ?

   A CD stores 648 Mbytes of dataA CD stores 648 Mbytes of data
 72 minutes of uncompressed stereo sound
 30 seconds of uncompressed high-definition T.V.
 A 90 minute film would require 120 Gbytes

   A scanned 35mm photograph A scanned 35mm photograph 
requires 10Mbrequires 10Mb
   Networks & Storage media Networks & Storage media 

 Cannot store/transfer these rates
 Too expensive
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Storage RequirementsStorage Requirements

 Amount of dataAmount of data
 Text < Image < Audio < Animation < Video

 ExampleExample
 A presentation of 30 min video, 2000 images, 40 

min of stereo sound on a laser disc
 Requires 65.4GB of storage. (50GB for video, 15GB 

for images, 0.4 GB for audio)

 Vast amount of dataVast amount of data
 Need compression!
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ExampleExample

Uncompressed
(262 KB)

Compressed
(22 KB, 12:1)

Compressed
(6 KB, 43:1)
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Compression PrinciplesCompression Principles

 It is desirable to compress digital audio, 
image, and video so that their bit rates or 
storage requirements become manageable.

 But is data compression possible? The 
answer is yes.

 We achieve data compression by exploiting 
two major factors: redundancy existing in 
digital audio, image, and video data, and the 
properties of human perception.
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Data Redundancy

 Redundancy in Digital ImagesRedundancy in Digital Images
 Redundancy in Digital AudioRedundancy in Digital Audio
 Redundancy in Digital VideoRedundancy in Digital Video
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ExampleExample

Suara asli

Suara setelah kompresi
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Human Perception PropertiesHuman Perception Properties

 The end users of digital audio, image, and video 
are normally human beings.

 Human beings can tolerate some information 
error or loss without affecting the communication 
effectiveness.

 Compressed version does not need to represent 
the original information samples exactly.

 Human perception is generally not sensitive to 
small data error or loss in audio, image, and 
video.
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Classifications of Compression Techniques

 LosslessLossless
 If the original data can be reconstructed exactly after using a compression 

technique 
 Normally used for compressing computer programs and legal and medical 

documents where no error or loss is allowed
 exploit only data statistics (data redundancy)
 compression ratio achievable is normally low

 LossyLossy
 If the original data can be reconstructed NOT exactly after using a 

compression technique
 Normally used for compressing digital audio, image, and video in most 

multimedia applications where some errors or loss can be tolerated
 Use both data statistics and human perception properties
 Can produce very high compression ratio
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Compression TechniquesCompression Techniques

Lossless CompressionLossless Compression
Recover the original representation 

perfectly

ClassificationClassification
Entropy coding
Huffman Coding
Arithmetic Coding
Lempel Ziv Algorithm
Run-length Coding
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Compression TechniquesCompression Techniques

 Lossy CompressionLossy Compression
 Recover the presentation similar to the original 

one

 ClassificationClassification
 Predictive (Motion Compensation)
 Frequency Oriented (Transform, Sub-band)
 Importance Oriented (Filtering, Bit Allocation, 

Sampling, Quantization)
 Hybrid (JPEG, MPEG)
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Multimedia Compression Multimedia Compression 
StandardsStandards

 JPEG for still-image compression;
 CCITT (now ITU-TS) H.261 for videophone and 

teleconference applications at a bit rate of multiples of 64 
kbps;

 MPEG for motion image and associated audio 
compression;

 ITU-TS H.263 for videophone applications at a bit rate 
below 64 kbps;

 International Standard Organization (ISO) JBIG for 
compressing bilevel images.
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Multimedia Compression Multimedia Compression 
StandardsStandards

 JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts 
Group)Group)
 Digital compression and coding of 

continuous-tone still images
 15 times smaller for full color application

 px64 (H.261 / H.263)px64 (H.261 / H.263)
 Video encoder/decoder for audio-visual 

services at px64 Kbps 
 100 to 200 times smaller for Video-based 

telecommunications
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Multimedia Compression Multimedia Compression 
StandardsStandards

MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts 
Group)Group)
Coding of moving pictures and associated 

audio 
50 times smaller for Motion-intensive 

applications
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Digital Video File FormatsDigital Video File Formats

 Digital videoDigital video is developed in a variety of file formats which  is developed in a variety of file formats which 
have specific standards for how data is organized, stored, have specific standards for how data is organized, stored, 
delivered, and viewed. delivered, and viewed. 
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Common Video FormatCommon Video Format

 .rm.rm : : Real Media® files. –BBC newsReal Media® files. –BBC news
 .mov.mov : :  These movie file types are based on the Quicktime These movie file types are based on the Quicktime 

(QT) system. Mac, good compress scheme.(QT) system. Mac, good compress scheme.
 .wmv (video).wmv (video)or or .wma .wma (audio)(audio) : Windows Media Format . : Windows Media Format .
 .mpeg.mpeg :  : Unlike avi and Quicktime not developed for a Unlike avi and Quicktime not developed for a 

particular operating systemparticular operating system
 .avi.avi : :  Short for audio/video interleaved, becoming Short for audio/video interleaved, becoming 

increasingly popular. not streamable. increasingly popular. not streamable. 

Most digital video cameras shoot in .avi formatMost digital video cameras shoot in .avi format
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Common Video Format (con’t)Common Video Format (con’t)

 . omf. omf : : Open Media Format Developed by Avid, Open Media Format Developed by Avid, 
OMF is a high-end video format for commercial OMF is a high-end video format for commercial 
video developers. video developers. 

 . asf. asf :  : Advanced Streaming FormatAdvanced Streaming Format  Developed by Developed by 
Microsoft as a multimedia successor to AVI and Microsoft as a multimedia successor to AVI and 
other individual media file formats, ASF files other individual media file formats, ASF files 
can contain up to 7 media types including can contain up to 7 media types including 
streaming video. ASF is optimized for network streaming video. ASF is optimized for network 
distribution and desktop playback. distribution and desktop playback. 
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Measurement of Compression 
Performance

 Compression RatioCompression Ratio
 Original data size / Compressed data size

 Quality Quality 
 No. of bits in compressed image / No. of pixels

 Compression SpeedCompression Speed
 Real Time Vs Non Real Time
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QUESTIONS ???QUESTIONS ???
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Image Concepts and StructuresImage Concepts and Structures

 Digital imageDigital image
 A 2D array of samples (pixels)
 Level of intensity = number of bits per 

pixel

 ClassificationClassification
 Binary images
 Computer graphics
 Grayscale images
 Color images
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Image Concepts and StructuresImage Concepts and Structures

Color representationColor representation
RGB (Red, Green, Blue)
YUV (Luminance and chrominance)

R

G
BGrayscale: R=G=B or U=V=0
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Video Concepts and StructuresVideo Concepts and Structures

Resolution of Display SystemResolution of Display System
Number of pixels
Frame rate

ExamplesExamples
VGA: 640x480 pixels
NTSC: about 625 lines 
HDTV: about 937 lines
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Media PlayerMedia Player

 Windows Media PlayerWindows Media Player
 RealOneRealOne
 Quick TimeQuick Time
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SummarySummary

 JPEG is a generic scheme for compressing color and gray-scale still images for use 
in most applications dealing with images. It can also be extended to compress 
motion video.

 H.261 specifies video compression for videophony and videoconferencing at rates 
between 64 kbps and 2 Mbps.

 MPEG-1 Video can compress VHS-quality video at around 1.5 Mbps. It is mainly for 
video storage applications.

 MPEG-2 Video can compress studio-quality video at around 4 Mbps and HDTV at 
around 20 Mbps. It is mainly for video transmission and distribution applications.

 MPEG-4 Video is intended for very-low-bit-rate video applications, such as personal 
videophony.

 MPEG Audio (in MPEG-1, 2, and 4) can compress CD-quality audio with a 
compression ratio of around 6.

 H.263 specifies video compression for videophony at rates below 64 kbps and can 
be extended for mobile communications.

 JBIG specifies lossless compression for bilevel images. Its main application is in 
facsimile transmission.
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Users vs. ProducersUsers vs. Producers

 Purpose of Multimedia Purpose of Multimedia 
 Acquire information efficientlyAcquire information efficiently
 Convey acquired information efficientlyConvey acquired information efficiently
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User procedureUser procedure

 Digital files formatDigital files format
 Choose PlayersChoose Players
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Producer ProcedureProducer Procedure

 Acquire the video in digital format Acquire the video in digital format 
 Edit and export final fileEdit and export final file
 Compress the video file Compress the video file 
 Place the file in specific folder Place the file in specific folder 
 Place in a web page or other publishing Place in a web page or other publishing 

media page like MS PowerPointmedia page like MS PowerPoint
 Publish and testPublish and test
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Acquire Digital VideoAcquire Digital Video

 Record Using Webcam, or DVRecord Using Webcam, or DV
 Download from WebDownload from Web

1. Directly Download digital file
2. Get Steaming Video file form by “Net Transport”
3. DVD Ripper
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Convert to The Right FormatConvert to The Right Format

 Fast ForwardFast Forward
 TMPGenc: TMPGenc: http://www.tmpgenc.net/http://www.tmpgenc.net/  

http://download.com.com/3150-2194-0.html?tag=dir
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Example of embed to HTMLExample of embed to HTML

 <EMBED SRC="yourfolder/yourmovie.mov"<EMBED SRC="yourfolder/yourmovie.mov"
PLUGINSPAGE="http://quicktime. apple.com" PLUGINSPAGE="http://quicktime. apple.com" 
WIDTH=160 HEIGHT=120 CONTROLLER=false WIDTH=160 HEIGHT=120 CONTROLLER=false 
LOOP=false AUTOPLAY=false>LOOP=false AUTOPLAY=false>  
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Run-Length Encoding Run-Length Encoding (Entropy (Entropy 

Lossless)Lossless)  

   Replace a sequence of Replace a sequence of nn successive  successive 
values values c c by a special character (flag), by a special character (flag), 
cc itself and the number of  itself and the number of 
occurrencesoccurrences
   Suitable for :Suitable for :

 audio encoding (pause suppression) 
 compressing simple stills (clip-art)

7 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

4 2 0 5M 147
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Huffman Huffman (Entropy Lossless)(Entropy Lossless)

To encode the string “BABBAGE”To encode the string “BABBAGE”

A : 001

B : 010

C : 011

D : 100

E : 101

F : 110

G : 111

= 21 bits
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Prediction Prediction (Source Encoding)(Source Encoding)

   Particularly suited to signals which are non-Particularly suited to signals which are non-
zero but which do not change quickly with timezero but which do not change quickly with time
   Encodes only the difference between the Encodes only the difference between the 
actualactual and the  and the predictedpredicted value value

t

Difference

t

Signal Prediction
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Frequency Transforms Frequency Transforms (Source (Source 
Encoding)Encoding)

   Any signal (e.g. an image) has Any signal (e.g. an image) has 
other equivalent representationsother equivalent representations

 Discrete Fourier Transform
 Discrete Cosine Transform
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Frequency Transforms Frequency Transforms (Source (Source 
Encoding)Encoding)

 These are completely reversible These are completely reversible 
with the most important coefficients with the most important coefficients 
grouped in the centregrouped in the centre

<=>
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An AsymmetryAn Asymmetry

   With most algorithms, compression is more With most algorithms, compression is more 
complex than decompressioncomplex than decompression
   Very asymmetric algorithms are very suitable Very asymmetric algorithms are very suitable 
for situations in which information is prepared for situations in which information is prepared 
well in advance well in advance 

 CD-ROMs
   Transmission of live information requires more Transmission of live information requires more 
symmetric schemes symmetric schemes 

 Video Phones
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The JPEG StandardThe JPEG Standard

   The The “Joint Photographic Expert Group” “Joint Photographic Expert Group” have developed a have developed a 
standard for the compression of imagesstandard for the compression of images
   Although it may be used in a lossless manner it is generally Although it may be used in a lossless manner it is generally 
used to store images in lossy modeused to store images in lossy mode
   It may be used to compress colour or black & white picturesIt may be used to compress colour or black & white pictures
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Compressing Images : GIFCompressing Images : GIF

   The Graphic Interchange Format developed by CompuServe as a The Graphic Interchange Format developed by CompuServe as a 
system independent way to store images.system independent way to store images.
   Only allows for 8-bits per pixel (256 different colours) and so is Only allows for 8-bits per pixel (256 different colours) and so is 
rapidly heading for obsolesence.rapidly heading for obsolesence.
   GIF includes processing based on the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) GIF includes processing based on the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) 
algorithm to provide lossless compression.algorithm to provide lossless compression.
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JPEG CompressionJPEG Compression

   A very complex set of steps is defined which uses A very complex set of steps is defined which uses 
 The Discrete Cosine Transform
 Quantisation
 Run-length Encoding
 Huffman Encoding

   The brightness information present is divided into The brightness information present is divided into 
8x8 blocks of pixels8x8 blocks of pixels
   Colour information is compressed more heavilyColour information is compressed more heavily
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JPEG PerformanceJPEG Performance

   Generally gives acceptable performance at rates Generally gives acceptable performance at rates 
of 25:1of 25:1
   Performs poorly on cartoons & line-drawingsPerforms poorly on cartoons & line-drawings
   An important standard which is available in An important standard which is available in 
hardware (digital signal processing)hardware (digital signal processing)

10:1 36:1
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MPEG Motion SequencesMPEG Motion Sequences

   Much of the information encoded in image sequences is Much of the information encoded in image sequences is 
redundant i.e. it changes little over timeredundant i.e. it changes little over time
   We take advantage of this by only encoding parts of the We take advantage of this by only encoding parts of the 
image which changeimage which change

Reference Frame

translation
vector

Next Frame
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MPEG PerformanceMPEG Performance

   High compression ratiosHigh compression ratios
   Adopted as the industry standardAdopted as the industry standard

 Digital T.V.
 Video-on-Demand

   The next generation of algorithms (MPEG-4) The next generation of algorithms (MPEG-4) 
will address video phoneswill address video phones

 10 frames per second at less than 2 Kilobytes per second
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